
The pandemic’s isolations should have taught us by now what goes on when we make it in
person to church. Remote or virtual worship through the pandemic was for many Christians a
necessary or preferred thing. Local church leadership either imposed shutdowns acting out their
own perceived imperatives or had state or local government impose shutdown. And while some
churches closed as a consequence, others continued with online services, in complicated and at
times contentious dynamics. But for many of us, the shutdown issue is over. We all thank God
for that. What’s not quite over, though, is the shutdown effect.

Sadly, many of the churches that survived the pandemic
did so with significantly reduced in-person attendance.
Some of those churches draw positives from the
in-person declines, pointing to increased online
participation. Online services work especially well for
those who are traveling or have mobility, transportation,
health, work, and other similar issues. Perhaps the
pandemic’s streamed services solved a significant church
access problem. For many of us, it did. Indeed, we now

watch online not just our own local church’s service but draw free online, any time and while
anywhere, from dozens of other offerings.

But online still isn’t the same as in-person church. And the value of in-person church is not just
the instant, spontaneous, unplanned, rich, and hearty fellowship, where others who care about
you know your name, history, and interests. The value of in-person church isn’t just adding
one’s own voice to the great congregation choir that leads us in worship every week. The value
of in-person church isn’t just the free specialty coffee and the large beautiful indoor and outdoor
spaces. No, the value of in-person church somehow reaches far deeper into the patterns,
principles, power, and presence of God himself.

When we attend church in the right or wrong mind, body, and spirit, the forms and liturgies we
experience should push us toward the right posture to corporately encounter and receive God in
Christ. We gather not solely, perhaps not even primarily, for teaching, preaching, and
fellowship. After all, online teaching and preaching, and social-media fellowship, have for
many of us already made powerful substitutes for the equivalent in-person experiences. Online
is at the same time a lot neater and cleaner, without the sometimes-troubling messiness of
in-person encounters. But online will never give one the corporate experience of the power and
presence of God. People sometimes leave their online experiences informed, maybe even
changed. But corporate encounters of God stagger, correct, transform, refresh, and reorder
whole communities including individual lives. Try it. Again. Persist in the posture of
worshiping God.


